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query evaluation. Typi ally, inverted indexes in lude information su h as the do ument IDs (do IDs), in-do ument frequen ies, and in-do ument positions of term o urren es in the
olle tion. There is a signi ant amount of work on inverted
index ompression; see [28℄ for an overview and [29℄ for a re ent
experimental evaluation of state-of-the-art te hniques.
Most previous work fo uses on the ompression of do ID
and frequen y data, or on the ompression of positions within
longer linear texts su h as books. In ontrast, we fo us on position data for web indexes, where ea h page typi ally onsists
of only a few hundred words. This problem is important for
two reasons. First, the size of the position data is typi ally
several times larger than the do ID and frequen y data, thus
having a signi ant impa t on query pro essing eÆ ien y. Se ond, positions are be oming in reasingly important in s oring
fun tions, as re ently studied, e.g., in [8, 15, 26, 16, 21℄.
An important onsideration in the ompression of position
data is the tenden y of term o urren es to luster, i.e., if a
word o urs in a parti ular senten e on a page, then it is more
likely to o ur again soon thereafter, in one of the next senten es. It is important to exploit this lustering property, and
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1. INTRODUCTION
Thus, in web indexes it is diÆ ult to identify any lustering
e e ts beyond page boundaries, and the fo us is on exploiting
Due to the rapid growth in the size of the web and the
what lustering exists within ea h page itself. Compression of
number of web users, sear h engines are fa ed with signi ant
position data in web indexes also di ers from the ase of do ID
performan e hallenges. Current ommer ial sear h engines
and frequen y ompression in that additional information su h
already have to pro ess thousands of queries per se ond on
as page size and term frequen y is available.
billions of do uments, and the total number of queries issued
In this paper, we fo us on te hniques for ompressing pois still in reasing every year. In addition, users expe t higher
sition information in web indexes. We des ribe several new
and higher result quality in the presen e of spam and other
te hniques, and perform a detailed experimental evaluation of
manipulation, requiring onstant tuning of the system.
existing and new te hniques. We also show how to eÆ iently
Web sear h engines use inverted index stru tures to evaluuse ompressed position data in ranking fun tions that take
ate queries. The sizes of these stru tures are typi ally in the
position information into a ount. A more detailed des riprange of gigabytes to terabytes, and they are stored in highly
tion of our ontributions is given in Se tion 3, after we provide
ompressed form on disk or in main memory. Compression of
some ba kground in Se tion 2.
inverted indexes saves disk spa e, but more importantly also
redu es disk and main memory a esses, resulting in faster

ABSTRACT

Large sear h engines pro ess thousands of queries per se ond
on billions of pages, making query pro essing a major fa tor
in their operating osts. This has led to a lot of resear h on
how to improve query throughput, using te hniques su h as
massive parallelism, a hing, early termination, and inverted
index ompression. We fo us on te hniques for ompressing
term positions in web sear h engine indexes. Most previous
work has fo used on ompressing do ID and frequen y data,
or position information in other types of text olle tions. Compression of term positions in web pages is ompli ated by the
fa t that term o urren es tend to luster within do uments
but not a ross do ument boundaries, making it harder to exploit lustering e e ts. Also, typi al a ess patterns for position data are di erent from those for do ID and frequen y
data. We perform a detailed study of a number of existing
and new te hniques for ompressing position data in web indexes. We also study how to eÆ iently a ess position data for
ranking fun tions that take proximity features into a ount.
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2.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Web sear h engines as well as many other IR systems are
based on an inverted index, whi h is a simple and eÆ ient data
stru ture that allows us to nd all do uments that ontain a
parti ular term. An inverted index I for the olle tion onsists
of a set of inverted lists Iw0 ; : : : ; Iwm 1 where list Iw ontains a
posting for ea h do ument ontaining w . Ea h posting ontains

the ID of the do ument where the word o urs (do ID), the
number of o urren es in this do ument (frequen y), and the
positions of the o urren es within the do ument (positions)
expressed as the number of words pre eding the o urren e.
The postings in ea h inverted list are usually sorted by do ID
and stored in highly ompressed form on disk.
There are several possible layouts of inverted lists. One layout is to keep the inverted list Iw as a ontiguous sequen e
of postings, ea h of the form (di ; fi ; pi;0 ; :::; pi;f 1 ) [28℄, where
pi;j = k if w is the k -th word in do ument di . Or we an break
the index into hunks, where ea h hunk stores say 128 do IDs,
followed by the orresponding 128 frequen y values, followed
by all the position information for these 128 postings (usually
more than 128 values) [4, 29℄. Or we may have separate lists
for do IDs, frequen ies, and positions, ea h sorted in the same
order. We note that some ompression s hemes may naturally
operate on hunks of values of the same type, and thus only
apply to the latter two layouts. In this paper, we do not are
about the layout for do IDs and frequen ies, but assume that
the positions are kept in a separate list or in separate hunks.

2.1 Inverted Index Compression
Many di erent inverted index ompression te hniques have
been proposed in the literature [28℄. Most te hniques assume
that ea h list of postings of the form pi = (di ; fi ; pi;0 ; :::; pi;f 1 )
is rst prepro essed by taking the di eren es (d-gaps) between
the do IDs of any two onse utive postings, and between the
values of any two onse utive positions (p-gaps) in the same
posting. More pre isely, we repla e ea h do ID di with i > 0
by di di 1 1, ea h fi by fi 1 (sin e no posting an have
a frequen y of 0), and ea h pi;j with j > 0 by pi;j pi;j 1 1.
Throughout this paper we assume that we are ompressing
these modi ed values.
One problem with this approa h is that in order to ompress
a parti ular posting, we would have to de ompress all pre eding postings and add up their values. To avoid this problem,
inverted lists typi ally store additional short ut pointers that
allow the query pro essor to independently de ompress blo ks
of some limited size. (In the ase of the se ond layout for
inverted lists above, these blo ks usually orrespond to the
hunks in the layout.) We assume that su h pointers are also
available for position data, allowing us to fet h the positions
belonging to a parti ular posting.
Thus, we have the problem of ompressing sequen es of integer values that tend to be small on average but may follow
various distributions depending on the properties of the do ument olle tion. There are many di erent te hniques for this,
in luding lassi al approa hes su h as gamma and delta oding [9℄, LLRUN [10℄ and its variants [20℄, Golomb and Ri e
oding [28, 30℄, variable-byte oding [27, 22℄, and more re ent
te hniques su h as Simple9 [3℄ and its variants [4, 2, 1, 29℄,
or PForDelta [31℄. However, these te hniques have not been
previously evaluated for ompression of positions data in web
page olle tions. We now outline a few of these te hniques.
Gamma oding [9℄ represents a value n >= 0 by a unary
ode for 1+ blog(n +1) followed by a binary ode for the lower
blog(n + 1) bits of n. Gamma oding is good for ompressing
small numbers but relatively ineÆ ient for large numbers.
In Golomb oding [12, 28℄ an integer n is en oded in two
parts: a quotient q stored as a unary ode, and a remainder r
in binary form. To en ode a set of integers, we rst hoose a
parameter B ; a good hoi e is B = 0:69  ave, where ave is the
average of the values to be oded. Then for ea h number n we

ompute q = bn=B and r = n mod B . If B is a power of two,
then log(B ) bits are used to store the remainder r; otherwise,
either blog(B ) or dlog(B )e bits are used depending on r. Ri e
oding is the ase where B is hosen as a power of two. This
allows for a more eÆ ient implementation through use of bit
shifts and masks, while the di eren e in size is usually small.
Variable-byte oding [27, 22℄ represents an integer n as a
sequen e of bytes. In ea h byte, we use the lower 7 bits to
store a part of the binary representation of n, and the highest
bit as a ag to indi ate if the next byte is still part of the
urrent number. Variable-byte oding is simple to implement
and known to be signi antly faster than traditional bit-wise
methods su h as Golomb, Ri e, Gamma, and Delta oding
[30℄. However, it usually does not a hieve the same redu tion
in index size as bit-wise methods.
Simple9 oding [3℄ is not byte-aligned, but an be seen as
ombining word alignment and bit alignment. The basi idea
is to try to pa k as many integers as possible into one 32-bit
word. Simple9 divides ea h word into 4 status bits and 28 data
bits, where the data bits an be divided up in 9 di erent ways.
For example, if the next 7 values are all less than 16, then we
an store them as 7 4-bit values. Or if the next 3 values are
less than 512, we an store them as 3 9-bit values (leaving one
data bit unused). Simple16 is a variation of Simple9 that uses
16 instead of 9 ases and thus a hieves a slightly better use of
ea h 32-bit word [29℄.
PForDelta is a re ent te hnique proposed in [13, 31℄ for ompression in database and IR systems. The basi idea is to split
a list into hunks of some xed size, and then sele t a value b
su h that most of the values in the urrent hunk (say, 90%)
are less than 2b and thus t into a xed bit eld of b bits
ea h. The remaining integers, alled ex eptions, are oded separately. Variants of PForDelta have been shown to outperform
variable-byte oding in terms of both speed and ompression.
For best results, hunks should ontain a number of values that
is a multiple of 32; this guarantees that the bit elds of ea h
hunk align with word boundaries.
LLRUN [10℄ uses Hu man instead of unary oding for the
unary parts of the Gamma ode. The Hu man ode is derived
from statisti s over the entire olle tion. Thus, LLRUN splits
the spa e of integer values into intervals or bu kets su h that
ea h number an be represented by its bu ket number k and
its o set o within the bu ket. We note that this idea is also
adopted in the widely used zlib library [11℄, where the binary
part is referred to as \extra bits". LLRUN was improved in
[20℄ by using a separate Hu man table for ea h inverted list.

2.2 Adaptive Methods for Index Compression
As explained earlier, o urren es of terms in text tend to be
lustered (or lo ally homogeneous [17℄) rather than spread out
uniformly. Several previous papers [7, 6, 18, 19, 17℄ have proposed ompression methods that exploit this property. However, these methods are usually only able to exploit lustered
sequen es of gaps that are long enough, say gaps between word
o urren es in books or other olle tions that ontain suÆiently long stret hes of linearly ordered text. In ontrast, the
average web page ontains a few hundred words, and pages
are ordered in the index via a do ID that may be assigned
based on riteria su h as global page quality or rawl order.
Thus, while lustering does o ur within a do ument, there
are typi ally only a few o urren es of the word, and the next
do ument in the ordering is not related to the previous do ument. In addition, previous work did not exploit page-related

information to ompress positions, but treated all positions as
one uniform sequen e of numbers.
Bookstein et al. [7, 6℄ used a ompression algorithm based
on a multi-state Markov model to exploit lustering of terms.
The basi idea of interpolative oding [19℄ is to rst en ode
the do ID in the middle of the list, represented by the gap
from the start of the list, and then re ursively ompress the
left and right halves of the list. This might seem ounterintuitive at rst glan e, but if o urren es are heavily lustered,
then this divide-and- onquer approa h will eventually fo us
on fairly small regions of the olle tion that ontain many o urren es of a term and an thus be en oded very su in tly.
Interpolative oding a hieves good performan e for lustered
data but is somewhat slow [28℄.
Mo at and Anh proposed two binary odes [17℄, RBUC and
BASC, for ompressing lo ally homogenous sequen es. RBUC
en odes the next s numbers into s b-bit binary odes, where
the shared b, alled sele tor, is the number of bits of the binary
ode for the maximum value of those s numbers. RBUC an
be applied re ursively to the resulting sequen e of sele tors,
and s an be redu ed at ea h re ursive levels by using di erent
es alations fun tions. For example, the s in the next level an
be omputed by f (s) = 2  s or f (s) = s  s. BASC is an on-line
method that predi ts the number of bits bi used to en ode the
next number xi by using the value of bi 1 . In parti ular, it rst
uses one bit to indi ate if bi < bi 1 , and then en odes xi as a
bi 1 -bit binary ode if that is true, and otherwise as a (bi -bi 1 )bit unary ode followed by (bi -1)-bit binary ode. A variant
of BASC is BASC-smooth, whi h predi ts bi by exploiting the
average b-value used for k previous numbers.
One ommon property of these methods is that they are
more adaptive than the methods dis ussed further above. We
now formalize this notion. We say that a method is oblivious if it ompresses ea h value on its own, without using any
olle tion- or list-spe i statisti s su h as the average do ument size in the olle tion, or the length of a list. Examples
are Gamma, Delta, and variable-byte oding. A method is listadaptive if it ompresses an inverted list of positions by using
only statisti s about the entire list or olle tion; examples are
Golomb and Ri e oding whi h use the average value in the
list and the length of the list. A method is page-adaptive if it
ompresses the positions for a parti ular posting using do ument or posting features su h as the do ument length or the
frequen y of the term in the do ument. An example would be
the simple do ument-oriented version of Ri e oding des ribed
later, whi h hooses a di erent parameter B for the positions
in ea h posting based on these features. Finally, fully adaptive
methods may ompress a position by also taking into a ount
other position values in the same posting that have already
been en oded; an example would be interpolative oding when
applied within a single posting. In general, to properly exploit
lustering of positions within do uments, it is ne essary to use
page- or fully adaptive te hniques. (Note that not all methods
an be learly ategorized a ording to this taxonomy.)
Finally, we point out that several authors [5, 23, 25, 24℄ have
proposed to improve index ompression by reassigning do IDs
to do uments su h that onse utive do uments are fairly similar. This essentially indu es a lustering e e t in the do ument
olle tion, allowing for better ompression of do IDs and frequen ies. We also tried this approa h for positions, but it gave
only very limited improvements. Also relevant is the work by
Kleinberg [14℄ on modeling burstiness in data streams using a
Hidden Markov Model, whi h in uen ed some of our ideas.

2.3 Query Processing with Position Data
We now dis uss how sear h engines a ess and use the positional data stored in the index. There are two main uses of
position data. First, positions are used for queries ontaining
phrases, either spe i ed by the user or reated by the sear h
engine through query transformations. For example, the engine might re ognize that a query ontains a person name, and
rewrite the query into a new query that requires the rst and
last name to be in lose proximity in the text. Thus, positions
are used as a lter. Se ond, positions an be used in ranking fun tions to improve result quality. The idea here is that
a do ument ontaining the sear h terms in lose proximity is
more likely to be relevant to the user than a do ument where
the terms o ur in ompletely di erent parts of the do ument.
Several resear hers [8, 15, 26, 16, 21℄ have re ently proposed
ranking fun tions that use proximity to improve result quality
on TREC olle tions and tasks. In pra ti e, web sear h engines
tend to use ma hine learning to nd good ranking fun tions,
and term positions or proximity are important features among
the hundreds used.
We fo us in this paper on the se ond use, where positions are
onsidered by the ranking fun tion; the rst use typi ally only
applies to a limited subset of the queries. There appears to
be little published work on how to optimize query pro essing
with position data. One hallenge is that the position data in
the index is usually several times (3 to 5 times) larger than the
do ID and frequen y data, and thus a naive use of positions
ould signi antly de rease system throughput.
To avoid this, query pro essing an be performed in two
stages. First, a simple ranking fun tion requiring do IDs and
frequen ies only (e.g., BM25 or similar) is applied. In the se ond stage, position data is fet hed only for a small subset of
do uments (a few hundred or thousand) that s ored very high
on the simple ranking fun tion. This hanges the trade-o
between ompressed size and de ompression speed somewhat
ompared to the ase of do IDs, as we only de ompress a limited number of positions. In fa t, as we show later, the CPU
ost of this se ond phase an be mu h smaller than that of the
rst phase, even with fairly slow position de ompression methods. On the other hand, the ompressed size of the position
data has a very signi ant impa t on system ost: In the ase
of a memory-resident index, smaller ompressed size means less
memory is needed. In the ase of a primarily disk-resident index, disk transfers are redu ed signi antly due to redu ed list
sizes and higher a he hit rates, sin e a larger per entage of the
total index data an be a hed in main memory [29℄. (Even if
only some of the position data has to be fet hed from ea h list,
disk a ess osts will usually be equal to that of fet hing the
omplete lists, as random lookups are prohibitively expensive
on urrent disks.)
In summary, a ess to position data is typi ally performed in
a se ond stage after traversing the lists of do IDs, only a limited amount of position data is usually retrieved, and a small
ompressed size may be more important than extremely fast
a ess to positions. We evaluate the query pro essing performan e of our te hniques for this ase in Se tion 7.

3.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS PAPER

We study methods for ompressing position data in web
sear h engine indexes, and des ribe and evaluate a number
of approa hes. To our best knowledge, no previous published
work has fo used on the ase of positions in web pages, as
opposed to longer linearly ordered texts. In parti ular:

(1) We perform a detailed experimental evaluation of many
existing te hniques on position data in web indexes.
(2) We propose and dis uss several simple but e e tive ompression algorithms for position data that take advantage of page-wise information, su h as remaining page
sizes and frequen ies, and other ontext information, e.g.,
the values of previous positions. We ompare our algorithms to the existing ones, showing the limits of listoriented te hniques and the potential of page-adaptive
approa hes. We obtain moderate but measurable improvements in ompression.
(3) We propose statisti s-based methods to further improve
ompression performan e by integrating more ontext
features. Our experiments show that these methods an
further redu e the ompressed size over other algorithms.
We also evaluate the tradeo between integrating more
features to redu e the ompressed size and the extra ost
for storing the features.
(4) We dis uss the use of position information in sear h engines, and show how to eÆ iently a ess position information during query exe ution. We show that ranking
fun tions that take position information into a ount an
be evaluated with very moderate additional CPU osts
ompared to more basi ranking fun tions.

an see that the real distributions are very di erent from the
random (i.e., geometri ) distributions. (In fa t, the distributions for \death" and \hurri ane" are not even monotoni ally
de reasing.) The distributions of real gaps for \sheet", \death",
and \hurri ane" are very di erent from the random gaps, while
the two distributions for \va ine" are more similar.
A term may o ur several times in a parti ular do ument,
and di erent o urren es may behave very di erently. In Figure 2, we plot the distributions of gaps for rst o urren es,
se ond o urren es, and further o urren es within a do ument, for the same four words as above. From Figure 2, we
an see that for "sheet", "death", and "hurri ane", the distributions on gaps of its rst o urren es, se ond o urren es and
other o urren es are quite di erent from ea h other and show
bursts at fairly distin t sizes of gaps. In fa t, besides the index of the o urren e, there are many other fa tors that may
a e t the distributions, e.g., do ument size and in-do ument
frequen y. Thus, it seems hard to apture the true probability
distribution of all gaps with a single model.

4. POSITION GAP DISTRIBUTION
Any ompression method is asso iated with an expli it or
impli it probability model for the data to be ompressed. For
instan e, many index ompression methods assume that dgaps onform to a monotoni ally de reasing distribution. In
parti ular, Golomb oding assumes geometri distributions of
d-gaps. In this se tion, we dis uss the p-gap distribution of
the TREC GOV2 data set and how it di ers from the ase of
d-gaps and among di erent terms.

Figure 2: Distribution of p-gaps for rst, se ond, and further o urren es, for the four words from Figure 1
5.

OUR ALGORITHMS

In this se tion, we rst propose a very simple but e e tive
algorithm, Remaining Page-Adaptive Ri e Coding (RPA-RC),
and present its advan ed version with smoothing based on a
regression model (RPA-RC-S). We then propose another algorithm, Remaining Page-Adaptive BASC with smoothing (RPABASC-S), and perform an experimental omparison with a
number of baseline algorithms from the literature.

5.1 Page-Adaptive Rice Coding

Figure 1: Distribution of p-gaps for four words on the

TREC GOV2 data set. On the x-axis is the number of
bits required to represent the p-gaps in binary, and on the
y-axis is the per entage of p-gaps that fall in this range.
As examples, we sele t four terms and draw their orresponding p-gap distributions in Figure 1. We show two graphs
for ea h term, the distribution on real p-gaps and the distribution one would observe if all words were randomly arranged in
the page. We expe t that in the presen e of lustering, these
two graphs would behave very di erently. From Figure 1 we

Standard Ri e oding determines its parameter B by looking at the entire list of integers that need to be ompressed,
thus making it a list-adaptive algorithm. However, during deompression of position data, we already know the number of
positions in the page (the frequen y) and the overall page size,
and it would be smart to exploit this knowledge for better ompression. A fairly obvious way to do this is to sele t B as the
largest power of 2 su h that B  jdj=(ft;d + 1) where jdj is the
size of the urrent do ument and ft;d the frequen y. We all
this page-adaptive variant of Ri e oding Page-Adaptive Ri e
Coding (PA-RC).
A fully adaptive version, alled Remaining Page-Adaptive
Ri e oding (RPA-RC), takes this idea one step further and

uses a di erent B for ea h position in the posting. In parti ular, rather than taking the size and frequen y of the omplete
page, we onsider the urrently remaining page size and frequen y of the posting. Thus, after en oding a position value
p, we dedu t p from the page size, and 1 from the frequen y,
and then use these updated values to sele t the B for the next
position in the posting. If one of the gaps is very large, then
this implies that subsequent positions o upy a smaller region
towards the end of the do ument, and the method will use a
smaller B to en ode those remaining positions.

5.2 Adaptation with Smoothing
However, RPA-RC may su er in the ase in Figure 3, whi h
shows the lo ations of o urren es in a do ument of a word.

Figure 3: An example of word lo ations in a do ument.
There are two lusters of o urren es in Figure 3 that are
separated by a wide gap. In the rst luster of o urren es,
the remaining average gap for its last o urren e is large, even
though its gap with its previous o urren e is small, whi h is
very useful information ignored by RPA-RC. To deal with this
problem, we integrate the information about the previous gap
into our method and build a regression model as follows:
Bt

= (1

)  gt

p

1

+ p  rt

where Bt is the value of B in Ri e oding for tth gap, rt is
the remaining average gap for t-th gap and gt 1 is the value of
previous gap. The se ond term in the model is used to tune the
error of predi tion by using the remaining average gap. When
p = 0, it means that the
urrent expe ted average gap Bt is
equal to the previous gap gt 1 , while p = 1 means it is equal
to the remaining average gap rt .
We note that BASC oding [17℄ also exploits the previous
bi 1 to predi t the next bi .
An extension of BASC alled
BASC-smooth uses the average value of k previous bs to predi t
the next b. As shown in [17℄, this a hieves better ompression
than the basi BASC. Motivated by this, we repla e the gt 1
in the above regression model with the previous average gap.
The modi ed model is alled Remaining Page-Adaptive Ri e
Coding with Smoothing (RPA-RC-S).
On the other hand, list-wise BASC-smooth an also be modi ed to be page-adaptive as follows: First, unlike list-wise
BASC in [17℄, where the value of b is initialized for the entire list as a xed number, say 2, or 4, or 8, page-wise BASCsmooth initializes it as the average gap of its orresponding
page. Se ond, for page-wise BASC-smooth, only the previous
gaps within the same posting need to be he ked to al ulate
the previous average b, thus avoiding the noise aused by previous postings. More interestingly, motivated by RPA-RC-S,
where we tune the predi tions by the remaining page information, we an tune the predi tion of BASC-smooth by using the
following model:
bt

= (1

)  avgt

p

1

+ p  rbt

where bt is the expe ted number of bits to en ode the urrent
gap into a binary ode, avgt 1 is the average number of bits to
en ode previous gaps, and rbt is the number of bits to en ode
the remaining average gap. Thus, when p = 0, the urrent gap
is en oded by the same number of bits used for the previous
gap, while when p = 1, it is en oded by the number of bits for

the remaining average gap. We alled this variant Remaining
Page-Adaptive BASC with Smoothing (RPA-BASC-S).

5.3 Multidimensional Adaptation

Most of the above page-adaptive methods ompress the urrent position by exploiting two-dimensional (2D) ontext features: the page size (or the remaining page size) and the frequen y. In fa t, from experiments in later se tions, we will see
that most page-adaptive methods are already mu h better than
non-parametri or list-adaptive methods by taking advantage
of these two features. Intuitively, we expe t that the more ontext features we use, the better the ompression performan e
we an get. For example, the above regression-based methods
improve the ompression performan e slightly by adding as an
additional feature the previous gap (or previous average gap).
However, as dis ussed in Se tion 4, di erent terms may behave so di erently that it is hard to make a good predi tion of
the next value based on a single model. In his ase, it might be
better to augment general statisti s-based ompression methods su h as, e.g., Hu man oding, with ontext information to
improve ompression.
The basi idea is as follows: For ea h inverted list, we rst
lassify all p-gaps into one of a moderate number of bu kets,
depending on four ontext features: The remaining do ument
size rsiz e, the remaining frequen y rf req , the previous p-gap
prev 1, and the previous previous p-gap prev 2. To do so, we
divide the values of ea h feature into a small number of bins
su h that two p-gaps are in the same bu ket if they fall into
the same bin for all features. We then apply for ea h bu ket a
separate model, in one of the following two ways:
Optb-4D: For ea h bu ket, we determine the optimal value
of b under Ri e oding, by trying all 32 possible values and
hoosing the one leading to the smallest ompressed size. During de ompression, for ea h position, we rst determine whi h
bu ket the position belongs to and then retrieve the orresponding b from a global table.
Hu -4D and LLRUN-4D: Hu -4D is similar to Optb4D ex ept that it stores an entire Hu man table (instead of
just the best value of b) for ea h bu ket, and uses this table
to en ode the positions in the bu ket. LLRUN-4D is similar
to Hu -4D ex ept that it builds the Hu man tables only for
the unary parts of gamma odes of the positions. In other
words, the di eren e is that ea h Hu man table in LLRUN-4D
uses (slightly) fewer odewords than a Hu man table in Hu 4D (whi h employs a more ne-grained s heme for sele ting
odeword boundaries in the Hu man tables).
Note that while su h multidimensional models an easily
be extended to use more features, this does not ne essarily
result in smaller ompressed sizes. This is be ause the resulting
models (Hu man tables, or b values) need to be stored together
with the ompressed indexes, and this ost in reases qui kly
with additional features.

6.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We rst des ribe our experimental setup. We used the TREC
GOV2 data set of 25.2 million web pages rawled from the gov
top-level domain. We sele ted 1000 random queries from the
supplied query logs; these queries ontain 2171 unique terms.
On average, there were 4:85 million postings with 20:72 million positions in the inverted lists asso iated with ea h query.
Limited experiments involving de ompression speed are provided in Se tion 7 in the ontext of a query pro essor that
uses position data.
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Figure 5: Compressed size per query for RPA-RC-S and
RPA-BASC-S on the TREC GOV2 data set.
However, overall we see that using only the remaining-page
information (without the previous gaps) is already a fairly good
hoi e, sin e both methods a hieve reasonably good ompression performan e in this ase. Thus, the bene t due to regression is only very limited.
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line methods on the TREC GOV2 data set.
From Figure 4 we an see that all oblivious (non-parametri )
or list-adaptive methods, in luding all methods ex ept listLLRUN to the left of page-IPC, do signi antly worse than
the page-adaptive methods on the right side of and in luding page-IPC, by 10 to 15%. Se ond, although list-LLRUN
an a hieve omparable ompression performan e as the pageadaptive methods, it is a semi-stati method that has to rst
al ulate the statisti s information of all positions in the list
before it an start en oding, while the page-adaptive methods
do not need to do so. We also note that while page-wise interpolative oding (page-IPC) a hieves the best result (20.92
MB/q), it is only slightly better than RPA-RC (21.00 MB/q)
but slower in de ompression [18, 19℄. Overall, RPA-RC is a
fairly simple on-line method, and performs mu h better than
all other methods in Figure 4 ex ept page-IPC.
In Figure 5 we show the performan e of the two regression models for di erent values of p (where p = 0 means using only the previous gaps, while p = 1 means using only
the remaining page information). From Figure 5, we observe
that even without remaining page information, page-adaptive
BASC-smoothing a hieves mu h better ompression (21.06 MB/q)
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In Figure 4, we ompare the average ompressed size of
the position data per query of various methods on the TREC
GOV2 data set. We show results for the following oblivious
or list-adaptive methods: Gamma, variable-byte (vbyte), Simple9, Simple16 as des ribed in [29℄, the version of PForDelta
des ribed in [29℄, list-adaptive Ri e oding (list-Ri e), listadaptive ri eVT as des ribed in [28℄ (list-ri eVT), list-LLRUN
[10℄ (building one Hu man table for ea h list), RBUC and
BASC [17℄ (where in RBUC we hoose the es alation fun tion
as f (s) = s  s and where BASC is the basi version without
smoothing). We also show results for four page-adaptive or
fully adaptive methods: a page-oriented version of interpolative oding [18, 19℄ (page-IPC) that is applied to the positions in ea h posting, a page-oriented version of ri eVT (pageri eVT), PA-RC, and RPA-RC. We also show the list-wise entropy (whi h of ourse does not onstitute a lower bound).

Compressed Size
(MB/query)

6.1 Compression Results

than its list-adaptive version (22.75 MB/q) in Figure 4. Se ond, both models a hieve their best results when using both
types of information. In parti ular, RPA-RC-S a hieves its
best result (20.98 MB/q) for p = 0:95, while RPA-BASC-S
gets its best result (20.94 MB/q) for p = 0:2 and p = 0:1.
Third, the remaining average gap has more impa t on RPARC-S than on RPA-BASC-S, while the previous average gap
a e ts the latter more. The reason is that if the urrent gap
to be en oded is very large while the previous average gap was
fairly small, then the unary part of the Ri e ode for RPA-RCS would be very large. In order to avoid this problem, RPARC-S exploits the remaining average gap to tune the wrong
predi tion from the previous gaps.

Compressed Size (MB/query)

Throughout the paper, we report the ompressed size of the
position data per query, that is, the amount of ompressed
position data in MB asso iated with the inverted lists of an
average query. This is a rough measure of the amount of
data per query that has to be transferred from disk in the
ase of a purely disk-based index, under the assumption that
only omplete lists are transferred. (We believe that this is
realisti given the performan e hara teristi s of urrent hard
disks, whi h strongly dis ourage performing multiple seeks for
smaller amounts of data.)

Figure 6: Compressed size per query for RPA-BASC-S,
Optb-4D, Optb-5D, Optb-6D, Hu -4D and LLRUN-4D.
In Figure 6, we ompare the best method from Figure 5,
RPA-BASC-S, with Optb-4D, Optb-5D, Optb-6D, Hu -4D and
LLRUN-4D. (Optb-5D and Optb-6D are variants of Optb-4D
that use one and two additional previous gaps as 5th and 6th
features.) We plot two lines in Figure 6, one for the ompressed size without taking the extra ost for storing the Hu man tables or b-values for ea h bu ket into a ount, and one for
the ompressed size in luding this extra ost. From Figure 6,
we an see that although Optb-6D ould get better ompression if we do not onsider the extra ost, in reality it is mu h
worse. Overall, LLRUN-4D a hieves the smallest ompressed
size among the methods, a hieving about 19:58 MB per query.
Hu -4D has similar performan e but su ers slightly for using
too many odewords in its Hu man tables.
Finally, we list in Table 1 the exa t ompressed sizes of the
methods with the best ompression performan e.
7.

QUERY PROCESSING

As dis ussed, for typi al web data the position data in the
index is signi antly larger (by a fa tor of 3 to 5) than the do-

Table 1: Compressed sizes (MB/q) for sele ted methods.
list-LLRUN
page-IPC
RPA-RC-S
RPA-BASC-S
Optb-4D
Hu -4D
LLRUN-4D

data
21.52
20.92
20.99
20.94
20.57
19.00
19.53

extra ost
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.05
0.63
0.05

total size
21.52
20.92
20.99
20.94
20.62
19.63
19.58

ID and frequen y data. To minimize de ompression ost, an
eÆ ient query pro essor should try to avoid a essing the position data for all postings in the interse tion (or other Boolean
lter) of the inverted lists. Instead, postings in the interse tion are rst s ored without taking position information into
a ount, and then position data is fet hed only for the K most
promising postings, for some suÆ iently large K .
Thus, while queries typi ally de ompress substantial parts
of the do ID data of the inverted lists (though with some
amount of skipping), a esses to position data in memory are
best thought of as random a esses to individual postings. On
the other hand, we still have to rst fet h the omplete position data for any inverted list lo ated on disk, sin e random
lookups are extremely ineÆ ient with urrent hard disks. This
fundamentally hanges the trade-o between ompressed size
and de oding speed, in that size be omes relatively more important than speed. In this se tion we des ribe how to perform
random lookups into the position data, and then evaluate the
query pro essing performan e of our ompression s hemes under this modi ed trade-o .

7.1 Position Look-Up Structure
To eÆ iently a ess the ompressed position data asso iated
with a parti ular posting, we need a suitable look-up stru ture.
We now des ribe this stru ture for the ase of Ri e oding (or
any other method that ompresses ea h integer individually),
and then outline how to modify the stru ture for methods su h
as PForDelta.
We employ a fairly standard hierar hi al look-up stru ture,
where position data is divided into hunks. In parti ular, we
organize the position data for N1 postings into one hunk, and
store for ea h su h hunk one do ID and one pointer to the
beginning of the hunk in un ompressed form. Within ea h
hunk, we organize data into sub- hunks of N2 postings ea h,
and for ea h sub- hunk we store its o set from the beginning
of the hunk in ompressed form, using variable-byte ompression. This allows us to a ess any posting by de ompressing
at most N2 postings of position data. In parti ular, to nd
the position data for a parti ular do ID, we rst sear h for the
right hunk using binary sear h on the array of un ompressed
do IDs (one per hunk). Sin e we have already de ompressed
the do ID data itself, we know the index of the posting within
the hunk (i.e., the global index modulo N1 ) and thus the
orre t sub- hunk, whi h we an then de ompress. We used
N1 = 128 and N2 = 8 in the following.
For PForDelta and other ompression methods that ompress bat hes of numbers, the look-up stru ture has some minor di eren es ompared to the above. In the ase of PForDelta,
we ompress 128 integers at a time, whi h does not align with
posting boundaries. As a result, we need to store two rather
than one ompressed integer for ea h sub- hunk, to store an
o set within a eld of 128 integers. For other methods su h
as Simple9 that ompress a variable number of integers at the

Table 2: Spa e overhead and performan e of the
lookup stru ture for K = 100.
Spa e per query
Spa e for L1
Spa e for L2
De oded ints
Total time
De ode time
Seek time
Position size

PA-RC
0.77M
0.15M
0.62M
13524
0.63ms
0.38ms
0.25ms
21.37M

RPA-RC
0.77M
0.15M
0.62M
13524
0.91ms
0.66ms
0.25ms
21.18M

PForDelta
1.51M
0.3M
1.21M
43895
0.31ms
0.10ms
0.21ms
23.67M

Optb-4D
0.77M
0.15M
0.62M
13524
1.70ms
1.50ms
0.20ms
20.61M

Table 3: Per ent of queries that a hieve the same topm results as an exhaustive evaluation.
m = 10
m = 50

K = 10
34.9%
NA

20
79.3%
NA

50
94.8%
27.0%

100
97.3%
77.5%

150
97.8%
87.8%

200
98.2%
91.8%

same time, some other minor adjustments are needed. The
rst-level stru ture remains basi ally the same in either ase.
Table 2 shows the lookup performan e and size of this stru ture, where we perform K = 100 lookups ea h for 1000 queries.
The total time per 100 lookups onsists of the de oding time for
the sub- hunks, plus the seek time for sear hing the rst-level
array and de ompressing the se ond-level pointers. As we see
from the results, the lookup stru ture adds between 0:77 and
1:51 MBs to the more than 20 MB of position data per query.
We de ode between 138 and 438 integers per lookup; this is
sin e for ea h lookup, we need to de ode an entire sub- hunk
for ea h query term. We also see that there is a trade-o between ompressed size and time, but the overall look-up time
per query is at most 1:7 ms even for the method a hieving
the smallest size (Optb-4d). We expe t some additional speed
gains with proper tuning.

7.2 Proximity-Aware Scoring
We now look at the use of our lookup stru ture in the ontext of ranking fun tions su h as [8, 15, 26, 16, 21℄ that take
term proximity, and thus positions, into a ount. In parti ular,
we use the s oring model proposed by Buett her and Clarke
in [8℄, also used in [21℄, whi h gives signi ant improvements
in result quality over BM25-based s oring. In this model, the
BM25 s oring fun tion is ombined with a proximity s ore for
ea h query term that depends on how far this term is from an
o urren e of some other query term. Given a query, we rst
ompute a proximity s ore for ea h query term that depends on
the distan e of this term's o urren es to the adja ent query
term's o urren es. The s ore for a do ument is then omputed by a linear ombination of the standard BM25 s ore
and a total proximity s ore omputed from the a umulated
proximity s ores.
We now show how this s oring fun tion an be very eÆiently approximated using our lookup stru ture as follows:
We rst ompute the top-K results under the standard BM25
s ore, by a essing only do ID and frequen y values. Then for
these K results, we fet h position information in all lists in order to ompute the proximity s ore and thus the full ranking
fun tion. As we show, using values of K at most 200, we an
ompute the orre t top-m results for m = 10 and m = 50
almost all the time.
The results are shown in Tables 3 and 4. In parti ular,
Table 3 shows how likely we are to get exa tly the same top-m
results as an exhaustive evaluation, while Table 4 shows what

Table 4: Per ent of orre t top-m results returned.
m = 10
m = 50

K = 10
83.7%
NA

20
95.5%
NA

50
98.8%
88.5%

100
99.3%
97.2%

150
99.4%
98.6%

200
99.5%
99.1%

per entage of returned results really belongs into the top-m.
For example, using K = 100 we get exa tly the same top-10
results as an exhaustive evaluation for 97:3% of all queries,
while 99:3% of all results returned for K = 100 are in fa t
orre t top-10 results. Thus, about 100 lookups per query are
typi ally enough to mat h the quality of the s oring fun tion in
[8℄, justifying our laim that a ess patterns for position data
are very di erent from those for do IDs and frequen ies.

8. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied ompression te hniques for
position data in web indexes. We proposed two simple but
e e tive te hniques, Remaining Page-Adaptive Ri e Coding
with Smoothing (RPA-RC-S) and Remaining Page-Adaptive
BASC with Smoothing (RPA-BASC-S). We also proposed several statisti s-based methods (Optb-4d, Hu -4d, and LLRUN4d) and show that they a hieve even better ompression performan e. Finally, we studied the eÆ ient use of position information during query exe ution.
Overall, our improvements in ompressed size are fairly moderate. We believe that the lessons learned from this work are
as follows: First, word positions in web pages do not seem to
follow simple distributions that ould be easily exploited. Se ond, additional ontext, su h as do ument size, frequen y, and
nearby previous gaps, is highly useful, but there is a trade-o
between the bene ts of more features and the ost of storing
more omplex models. Third, during query pro essing, a ess
to position data should be performed in a se ond stage after
traversing the lists of do IDs su h that only a limited amount
of position data is retrieved; in this ase, a small ompressed
size may be more important than extremely fast a ess.
There are a number of remaining open hallenges on erning
position data in web indexes. It would be ni e to nd ways to
signi antly improve our results, or to exploit page reordering
for better position ompression. More generally, it is an interesting question whether there are other organizations for position data, di erent from the standard inverted-list organizations, that allow eÆ ient query pro essing while enabling better ompression. For instan e, one ould even onsider storing
the parsed do uments themselves in highly ompressed form
and a essing these during a position data lookup, instead of
keeping the positions in inverted lists.
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